A letter to Parents of Lisien Leon,

Dear Parents of Lisien Leon,

Very shocked and sad to hear of the sudden left of your daughter, Lisien Leon. On behalf of WIP, IEEE PES, I want to expend my sincerest condolences to your family in this sad time.

Lisien’s passing has not only caused great trauma to your family, it is also the pain for all of us. She is an outstanding young woman, and an excellent leader of IEEE PES WIP, made important contributions especially to the community of female for engineers. She is respected and loved by all of our members. She will always be remembered for what she has done for this world during her brief life. The following webpage of WIP is specially for the memory of Lisien, https://pes-women-in-power.org/2023/02/06/ms-lisien-leon-the-current-chairman-of-wip-died-unfortunately/

With heartfelt sympathy,

Ruomei Li
Former Chair of WIP, IEEE PES (2020-2021)
Chair, Leadership Advisory Committee of WIP, IEEE PES.